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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a composite long-term reference picture coding
algorithm for Versatile Video Coding (VVC) standard is
proposed that can be used for the scenarios with large
motionless area. In order to generate a high quality composite
reference, a new generation method based on combined cost is
adopted to compose the picture for long-term reference. After
the generation of a composite long-term reference, VVC / High
Efficiency Video Coding(HEVC) reference management high-
level syntax is exploited to encode the reference as a no-display
picture. Experiments are conducted under the common test
condition in VVC and the results demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm can achieve 2.55% bit-rate reduction on average with
only 10% encoding time increase and negligible decoding time
increase. For the certain sequence with large background area,
e.g. BasketballDrill, the coding gain can be up to 13.47%. The
proposed scheme was adopted by Joint Video Experts Team
as an encoder coding tool for VVC standard under low delay
configuration.

Index Terms— long-term reference, VVC, background
picture

1. INTRODUCTION

Next generation video coding standard VVC [1] is widely
studied with the rapid increasing demand for super high
definition videos. Many new coding technologies [2] have
been adopted to improve the coding performance. In terms
of intra prediction modes, the number of directional intra
modes are extended from 33 [3] to 65 with the aim of better
adapting the arbitrary edge directions. In addition, cross
component linear mode (CCLM) [2] are investigated to further
remove the inter-channel redundancies. Regarding to inter
prediction, affine motion compensation [4], advanced motion
vector resolution (AMVR) [5], history based motion vector
prediction (HMVP) [6] etc. are elaborately studied to capture
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various motion characteristics, leading to the improvement of
inter coding efficiency.

Static cameras tend to generate motionless video contents,
which leaves room for further improving the coding efficiency.
The characteristics of static camera videos is evident: the
background is static with relatively less movements for a long
period. To adequately utilize the distinctive characteristics of
static camera videos, long-term reference, which is usually
kept in the reference picture buffer, has been widely investi-
gated in related works. A high quality long-term reference
picture is crucial for achieving better coding performance. In
particular, a good long-term reference picture should cover as
many background areas as possible, and the ideal one should
contains clear background without any foreground.

There are mainly two categories in terms of generating
the long-term reference picture: selecting an existing picture
or generating a new picture as long-term picture. Tiwari
and Cosman [7] proposed to select a long-term reference
picture using simulated annealing and compress the selected
picture with high quality. Ozbek et al. [8] proposed a long-
term reference selection method for videos with frequent
camera transitions to optimize compression efficiency at
shot boundaries. Hue and PhamVan [9] proposed a novel
adaptive long-term reference mechanism for the scalable
surveillance video coding, which selected a coded picture
as long-term reference picture based on content analysis of
video sequence. Regarding to the long-term reference picture
generation, Zhang [10] proposed a background model by
weighted averaging a series of pictures pixel by pixel. In [11],
a Gaussian mixture distribution model is established with
the pixel locating at the same positions in a collection of
pictures. Then, a long-term reference picture is produced
with the most probable pixel values. Wang [12] proposed
to make full use of Google Earth data to create a virtual
background reference frame for representing the constant
ground background. Chen and Li [13] proposed to generate
the background reference gradually by blocking updating and
select background coding tree units (CTU) according to the
temporal and spatial smoothness.

Although the state-of-art methods can achieve good coding
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performance, there still exist several shortcomings. Firstly,
it’s difficult to select a picture with the entire background
which means the selected picture still contains foreground
information. Therefore, the characteristics cannot be fully
utilized. By contrast, the composed methods that generate
a virtual picture as a reference always use multiple-pass
strategy to generate the picture, which goes against low-delay
application of static camera videos. Moreover, current methods
usually consume a lot of coding bits to encode a long-term
reference which is not efficient.

In this paper, a method of generating long-term reference
picture by exploiting VVC / HEVC reference management
high-level syntax is proposed. First, we proposed an efficient
and low complexity CTU updating strategy to select best
background CTUs based on the similarity between coded
picture and the generated background picture. The gener-
ated background picture is trod as a composite long-term
reference when the updating process is finished. Second, a
novel mechanism for compressing the composite long-term
reference is proposed to keep in harmony with original coding
scheme, which can make a good trade-off between quality
and bits. Moreover, an efficient implementation scheme of
the composite long-term reference picture coding in Versatile
Video Coding and Test Model(VTM) [14] is proposed. The
composite long-term reference algorithm in this paper was
originally proposed in [15] which was one of Call for Proposals
on Video Compression with Capability beyond HEVC [16].
After that, VVC / HEVC high-level syntax-based composited
long-term reference solution was evaluated at CE11 at the
period of April 2018 [17] to July 2018 and adopted at Ljubljana
meeting [18].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the details of the proposed method including the
background picture generation and coding algorithm. Section
3 provides the detailed experimental results and conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.

2. LONG-TERM REFERENCE PICTURE CODING

In this section, the proposed long-term reference picture
generation and coding scheme are explicitly described. The
proposed long-term reference picture generation strategy is
introduced and analyzed in section 2.1. Then, an efficient
coding scheme for the long-term reference picture is illustrated
in section 2.2, which can guarantee high coding efficiency
and the coding flexibility of the reference picture. The
proposed coding scheme utilizes existing long-term reference
mechanism in VVC / HEVC, particularly in the combination
with signaling of no output coded pictures.

2.1. Long-term reference picture generation

For the scenarios with large motionless area, a good quality
reference picture containing sufficient background information

Fig. 1. Illustration of updating the background CTUs.

brings the promotion of coding efficiency for subsequent
frames. Usually, it can be coded as long-term reference
considering that a long-term reference can exist in decoding
picture buffer for a particularly long time. In order to construct
a well-designed long-term reference that contains high-quality
background information, no-display functionality of VVC /
HEVC standard is explored and the long-term reference can
be composed from multiple frames. The construction process
is elaborated as follows.

The background of static camera videos is motionless
during a long temporal period. Thus, the blocks with minor
differences between background picture and current picture
are selected as background blocks. The selected background
blocks are used to replace co-located blocks in the long-term
reference picture, which aims at updating the background
information.

First, if current frame is an Instantaneous Decoding
Refresh (IDR) frame, it is used to initialize long-term reference
picture, which means reconstructed pixel values of all CTUs in
the first IDR frame are marked to update long-term reference
picture. Otherwise, for CTUs in the subsequent frame, every
CTU will be decided whether can be used to update the long-
term reference based on the similarity. A CTU is chosen as a
candidate to update composite long-term reference when all
components meet the conditions as follows,

LargeDist

P ixCount
< 0.01 (1)

DistY

P ixCount
< 3.5 ∗ (1 << (bitdepth− 8)) (2)

where PixCount represents the total number of luma pixels
in current CTU. Dist is the sum of the absolute differences
(SAD) between the CTU in current frame and co-located one
in previous frame. LargeDist denotes the number of pixels
satisfying the condition that is the absolute difference value
between the two original pixels in current CTU and co-located
CTU located at previous frame should be larger than 200 <<
(bitdepth− 8).

Subsequently, after checking all candidate CTUs in current
frame, all these candidate CTUs are ranked based on their
costs as follows,

cost =
DistY +DistU +DistV

P icCount
. (3)

In order to make a better trade-off between computational
cost and coding performance, the number of background
CTUs should be less than a specified value for one picture,
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the implementation in VTM.

e.g. R, which is termed as refresh rate and is one fourth
of CTU number in a frame during the experiment. Then, the
reconstructed luma-pixels and chroma-pixels of selected CTUs
are involved to replace the co-located pixels in the long-term
reference picture, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The construction process of a composite picture may con-
tinue for a certain frame if the video includes much complex
motion. When the construction is finished, the composite
picture is encoded as a no-display long-term reference and is
referenced by the subsequent frames. Therefore, the proposed
composite long-term reference construction algorithm has low-
delay property and can be applied to the coding scenario with
low-delay requirement. Meanwhile, it should be noted that
the composed long-term reference is not high-efficient for the
video with complex-motions on account that most areas of
the video are foreground. To avoid the significant increase of
encoding time, the construction process of composite picture
is terminated and the long-term reference is not coded if it
is not composed after first N frames, where N equals to two
times of the video frame rate.

2.2. Long term reference picture coding

Considering that long-term reference picture is referred by all
subsequent frames, it is reasonable to code long-term reference
picture with high quality. Previous related works code a
long-term reference picture as an intra-frame, which tends to
consume too many bits, leading to the decline of compression
performance. Compared with intra-frame, inter-frame for a
composite long-term reference is a better compromise between
coding efficiency and coding quality.

Since the composite long-term reference picture is a virtual
picture whose content comes from multiple frames, which
does not need to be outputted and displayed, the syntax
pic output flag in VVC / HEVC standard is used to achieve this
functionality. When encoding the picture with pic output flag
equals to 0, its Picture Order Count (POC) value should
be modified considering that POC value is used for Decode
Picture Buffer (DPB) and motion vector scaling process. In
the proposed coding scheme, POC values of all short-term
frames are doubled. Consequently, POC values of short-term
frames are 2x instead of x and the POC values 2x+1 can be
used for inserted long-term reference. The POC relationship
will remain the same for all output and display pictures. DPB

Fig. 3. Illustration of reference configuration.

management and MV scaling process for those pictures do
not need to be modified. When hierarchical coding structure
is used, the composite long-term reference is coded after one
hierarchical structures Group of Picture(GOP) and before the
first frame of next GOP, which means that the coding structure
is not impacted by the composite long-term reference. Fig.2
illustrates an example when composite long-term reference
is coded. If long-term reference picture is composed after
frame with POC 20, it will be coded as frame with POC 25,
after current GOP(frames with POC from 18 to 24) and before
first frame of next GOP(frame with POC 26). Meanwhile, the
reference pictures and other coding parameters for composed
long-term frame are the same as those for the first frame in
next GOP as shown in Fig.2.

In the proposed coding scheme, there are three aspects
of the high-level syntax in VVC / HEVC standard need
to be modified. First, long-term reference mechanism
should be supported at Sequence Parameter Set (SPS)
with long term ref pics present flag setting to 1. Since
the long-term reference is composed and is not signaled at
SPS, parameter num long term ref pics sps at SPS is set
to 0. Second, when the composite long-term reference is
encoding, both its Picture Parameter Set(PPS) and slice
header should be modified. For PPS, the parameters
output flag present flag, deblocking filter control present flag
and pps deblocking filter disabled flag are set to 1. Since
Reference Picture Set (RPS) for the composed long-
term reference is different from RPS at SPS, parameter
short term ref pic set sps flag is set to 0 at slice header.
Moreover, the long-term reference is a virtual frame and
should not be output. As such, parameter pic output flag
should be set to 0. As illustrated in Fig.3, the long-term
reference is referred by subsequent frames and is not output.
Meanwhile, reference pictures for the composed long-term
frame are the same as those for first frame in next GOP
as shown in Fig.2. Thus, a new short-term RPS needs to
be encoded with inter ref pic set prediction flag, delta rps,
used by curr pic flag and use delta flag setting to 1.

Third, after encoding the composed long-term reference
frame, subsequent frames need to introduce the long-term
reference frame into its RPS. So, num long term pics,
used by curr pic lt flag and num ref idx active override flag
in the following short-term frames RPS are set to 1.
num ref idx l0 active minus1 is set to 4.

In VTM, temporal distance between the composed long-
term reference and current frame is not available and the
motion trajectory model does not work for long-term reference
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Table 1. BD-RATE REDUCTION FOR EACH SEQUENCE IN LDB

Class Sequence
BD Rate Coding Time

Y U V Enc Dec

Class B

MarketPlace 0.31% 0.37% 0.33% 112% 99%
RitualDance 0.03% -0.11% -0.26% 112% 107%

Cactus -3.11% -3.46% -3.85% 108% 101%
BasketballDrive 0.30% 0.40% 0.24% 110% 99%

BQTerrace 0.19% 0.53% -0.22% 115% 105%

Class C

BasketballDrill -13.47% -12.14% -10.43% 107% 101%
BQMall -3.64% -5.64% -6.54% 113% 110%

PartyScene -0.53% -1.44% -1.70% 111% 97%
RaceHorses 0.02% 0.01% 0.51% 101% 107%

Class D

BasketballPass 0.22% 0.87% 0.23% 112% 95%
BQSquare 0.22% 2.15% 0.18% 114% 99%

BlowingBubbles 0.36% -0.05% -0.31% 116% 102%
RaceHorses -0.07% 0.03% 0.20% 100% 97%

Class E
FourPeople -4.92% -6.45% -4.87% 112% 105%

Johnny -3.25% -3.19% -4.01% 113% 102%
KristenAndSara -2.30% -3.13% -3.16% 111% 102%

Class B -0.46% -0.45% -0.75% 111% 102%
Class C -4.41% -4.80% -4.54% 108% 104%
Class D 0.18% 0.75% 0.07% 110% 98%
Class E -3.49% -4.25% -4.01% 112% 103%
Overall -2.53% -2.85% -2.83% 110% 103%

picture any more. Therefore, the motion vector scaling is
disabled when a motion vector points from current frame to
the composite long-term reference.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate coding performance of the proposed algorithm,
the proposed method is implemented on the VVC test model
VTM2.0.1. The test configuration is low-delay and the
simulations are performed under the Common Test Conditions
(CTC) [19] of VVC. Table 1 illustrates the overall results
in terms of BD-rate [20] and time changing where negative
BD-rate corresponds to the performance gains. It can be
observed that the proposed method performs well and can
achieve obvious coding performance improvement. The BD-
rate gains on average are 2.53%, 2.85%, and 2.83% for Y,
U and V components, respectively, with only 10% encoding
time increase and negligible decoding time increase. The
largest gain comes from the sequence BasketballDrill, which
is a static camera video sequence along with high-speed
motions. The BD-rate reduction of BasketballDrill reaches up
to 13.47%. In addition, for the video conference sequences
(class E), on average 3.49% BD-rate gains are obtained. By
contrast, fewer performance gains or even slight performance
loss is observed in the sequences with complex motion or with
smaller resolutions.

For sequences with complex motion, composite long-term
reference introduces nearly no impacts to the video quality
improvement while still consuming a large amount of coding

bits, which inevitably degrades the overall coding performance.
Since the proposed algorithm targets at handling the static
camera videos, complex motions or moving cameras may
influence the quality of the background picture. For sequences
with smaller resolutions, one CTU occupies too much area,
which means the selected background CTU is more likely to
be a mixture of background and foreground. In such case, the
selected CTU is less efficient to represent the background of
the sequence.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel method for composite long-term
reference picture coding is introduced and discussed. In
the proposed scheme, a no-display picture is composed by
the CTUs with less motion property, and then used as a
long-term reference. To select the CTUs accurately, a CTU
selecting strategy is investigated based on the similarity
between temporal neighbouring frame and background frame.
Furthermore, VVC / HEVC reference management high-level
syntax is used to code the composite long-term reference,
which brings better coding efficiency and higher encoding
flexibility. The composite long-term reference introduced in
this paper contributes significant coding gain for the scenarios
with large motionless area, e.g. surveillance scene, and is
completely compatible with VVC / HEVC standard. Therefore,
the proposed composite long-term reference has been adopted
as an encoder tool in VVC reference software and HEVC
reference software [21].
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